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Funny horror games compilation

youtube.com/watch?... Many video games take a long time to complete. There are games that we can sink tens of hours and still not discover all the secrets or complete all the quests. And then, there are a few games that really don't take that long and we can finish in a matter of just hours. While some short games have been fun for a
while, it's just not worth talking about after you're done. And then, there are some short games that are totally worth out. When it comes to short games, there are games in almost every genre you can imagine. But, the horror genre is what has seen a ton of smaller games in recent years. Although many horror games can take quite a
while and really create the atmosphere and history, there are also some that don't take as long and are still completely scary. Updated October 29, 2020 by Hayley Mullen: With the most unprecedented Halloween of this century just on the horizon, it seemed prudent to add to the list of short but scary horror games people can enjoy to
celebrate the haunted season. For those who don't want extreme commitment but love to be scared out of their minds, these games can just scratch that itch that many horror fans experience. 15 Anatomy Anatomy is a game created by Kity Horrorshow and runs about half an hour to 45 minutes, but every minute is undeniably bonechilling and tense. The player is in a seemingly abandoned house in the suburbs, with only bizarre tape recordings to keep them company... but what's in the movies may not be the pleasant company expected from a suburban neighborhood. This game relies less on jumpsuitscares and more on the underlying fears of the player himself, a
kind of psychological purge of their own fearful expectations. The game also features multiple endings, which is great for a smaller game that hooks players and won't let them go. 14 Bonbon What's scarier than we as humans can't understand? And what is a more universal experience than childhood? Combine both of these and take
Bonbon, a short childhood horror story from a child's disorienting perspective, someone who can't fully comprehend what they're experiencing. Those who have mixed feelings or dark memories of that period in their lives may find this game extra eerie. Bon Bon has a running time of about 20 to 40 minutes, making it the perfect episode of
creepy for horror fans who crave that fickle feeling. 13 Ao Oni images can linger much longer than is welcome, and the menacing, creepy face of the monster Ao Oni is one of those for many who have played it. This Japanese survival horror game has been around since 2004, becoming popular enough to take an official novel as well as
fangames about it. The game itself features a solid cast of characters that all have different degrees depending on which version of it Played. While all versions are in Japanese, only a few have been translated into English. The game is free to download and created with the RPG Maker game engine, a real testament to the engine
capabilities and creativity of the game. 12 Erie Another game in the line of excellent free software horror games is Erie, a retro-themed game set in 1966 where journalist Oliver Victor must investigate an incident in an energy generator. Players will soon begin to realize that they are trapped in the facility and are the target of whatever
horrible and violent creatures have emerged from the terrible accident. Made by UGF in 2012 using the Unreal engine, the game involves not only survival, but exploration and collection of objects in order to solve not only the mystery of the installation, but to escape it alive. 11 IMSCARED IMSCARED has been played by many wellknown YouTubers, but it is absolutely worth checking for yourself in order to get the full experience. The basic requirement is for escaping a room, although it is always more difficult than that. The player will meet the White Face constantly through his short playthrough, a multifaceted entity with many forms and motivations. This title is
considered a metahorror game, and for good reason; The game removes the fourth wall and is able to add files to the real computers of the players. With a unique art style, plenty of jumpsuitscares, atmospheric music, IMSCARED will seem to stay with players long after completion. 10 Outlast Outlast is a horror game in which the player
takes on the role of a journalist who recently contacted an informant working at Mount Mass Asylum. This reporter is said to come immediately to Mount Massive because there are some dark and inhumane experiments being performed and the informant wants someone to inform the world. The game focuses entirely on finding evidence
and taking shots of Mount Massive as you try to find out what has happened there and make your way out of the facility. DLC set before the game was also released and both of them are quite small, but definitely worth playing. 9 Killer Frequency Killer Frequency is a fairly simple horror game made in a jam game over the course of only a
few days, which is pretty cool. And considering the fact that this game is so unique and creepy, it makes the unique story of how it was created even more special. In this game, you're taken back to the 1980s and you're a talk radio host who needs to calls from three different people. Every person is in serious trouble and needs your help,
but to help them, you need to use the clues around your studio to figure out the right answers to keep them safe. 8 Doki Doki Literature Club! Doki Doki Literature Club! it's a visual novel that may seem bright and fun, but anyone who has played this game since it was released in 2017 will know it's far away Where are you going? This
game is completely free to download and play and has become a pretty popular horror game since it came out. The story follows a high school student joining his school's literature club and getting to know the four different members of the club. Although the game may seem like a fun and light one with its fun colors and adorable
characters, there is definitely more than meets the eye with this game. 7 Until Dawn is an interactive horror game released on PlayStation 4 in 2015. The game follows a group of friends who, a year after the disappearance of their two friends, return to the mountains to spend a few days with one of their friends. Unfortunately, friends
become the reluctant targets of a mysterious villain who seems to have it out for them. The game has a variety of different endings that are possible depending on the choices the player makes throughout the game. Players can either make it out of the cabin with all the characters still alive, none of them have survived, or somewhere in
between. 6 A Late Night Working in an Office is definitely scary for some people. The game One Late Night is a horror game that takes working late in an office building to a whole new level of scariness. This short game is really immersive due to the fact that it allows the player to step into the role of anonymous main character. In this
game, the player assumes the role of a graphic designer who is stuck working late in the office. Although this is quite creepy in itself, things get even scarier when strange things start happening around the office. 5 Uncle who works for Nintendo Based on a video game inspired creepypasta, Uncle who works for Nintendo is an indie virtual
novel released on Itch.io. This game is quite unique because it focuses on the story that the player reads their way through, as well as the sounds that are embedded in the game to build the atmosphere and scare the player. This game follows as the player takes on the role of a high school junior who is going to spend the night at their
best friend's house. Sounds fun, doesn't it? Unfortunately, the fun evening gets scary pretty quickly. 4 What remains of Edith Finch What remains of Edith Finch is not exactly a horror game in the way that many others are. It's more of a fantasy-adventure game, but the unusual atmosphere and heavy focus on death definitely gives this
game a bit of an eerie vibe and it's good if you don't to be completely terrified. In this game, the player controls a character named Edith Finch. Edith is a member of a family that seems to have a mysterious curse: everyone in every generation of the family, except one person, dies in an unusual way. 3 The Dark Pictures Anthology: Man
Of Medan The Dark Pictures Anthology: The Man of Medan is the first in The Dark Pictures Anthology Anthology and is an interactive survival horror game released in 2019. This game is designed to play with someone else, whether on the couch or online, and has players each controlling a different character in the adventure. The game
is presented as an unfinished story by a character named The Curator and follows as a group of friends get together to go out into the ocean to go scuba diving. Once they get in the water, things start to get weird and the decisions that players make will change the way the story goes and the fate of the characters. 2 Blair Witch Blair Witch
is a survival horror game released in 2019. This game is set in 1996, two years after the events of the classic film found footage released in 1999, and it's certainly every bit as scary as the movie was. This game forces the player to explore the forest using their video camera, mobile phone, flashlight, and dog in order to reveal the
mysterious secrets in the forest and what happened to a nine-year-old who disappeared in those woods. 1 Five Nights At Freddy's The first Five Nights at Freddy's game was released in 2014 and since then, several sequels, fan-made games and books have been released as part of the series. Although playing all that and really diving
into tradition could certainly suck a lot of time, the first game was a pretty fast and scary horror game. In this game, the player assumes the role of a night security guard at a pizza restaurant inspired by Chuck E. Cheese's. The player is said to have to keep a special eye on the animatronics because they wander into the restaurant at night
and are very dangerous. Next: 10 horror movie franchises that need a Next Pokemon video game: 10 things most fans don't know about Gengar Related Topics
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